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Abstract
In this paper, I discuss a possibility for extending the nanosyntactic approach
to case assignment and realization in order to model case stacking. Building
on the work by Caha (2009), I show that nanosyntax can derive instances of
overt case stacking as well as abstract case stacking. �emain idea is that a case
checking head can attract more than one K(ase)P. �is leads to con�gurations
where more than one K-head in the case sequence of one argument is checked.
Overt case stacking comes about if all checked cases in one case sequence are
realized separately. Abstract case stacking results if only one of the checked
KPs is realized.

1. Introduction

In this paper, I discuss a possibility for extending the nanosyntactic approach

to case assignment and realization in order to model case stacking. �e term

case stacking refers to structures, where a DP is marked for more than one

case (McCreight 1988, Nordlinger 1998, Merchant 2006, Richards 2013, Peset-

sky 2013). �is usually occurs in con�gurations where a DP is embedded in

another DP, for example in possessive constructions, which are the main em-

pirical focus of this paper. In addition to its own possessive case marker, the

possessor bears the case of the entire possessive DP. Instances of case stacking

are also referred to as su�xaufnahme (Plank 1995), a term which also sub-

sumes stacking of agreement markers. An example for overt case stacking is

given in (1) from Huallaga Quechua.

(1) hipash-nin-ta

daughter-3poss-acc

kuya-:

love-1

Hwan-pa-ta

Juan-gen-acc
‘I love Juan’s daughter.’ (Plank 1995: 47)
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In (1), the possessor Juan bears both the genitive case marker -pa and the

accusative case marker, which is the case of the entire possessive DP.1.

Additionally to overt case stacking, Pesetsky (2013) and Assmann et al.

(2014) argue for Russian and Udmurt respectively that case stacking might

also apply abstractly: the DP bears two abstract cases, but only one case

marker shows up overtly. Pesetsky (2013) uses abstract case stacking to ex-

plain the case mismatches in Russian paucal numerals. Assmann et al. (2014)

show that abstract case stacking elegantly derives the case split on possessors

in Udmurt.

In general, case stacking raises two theoretical question. First, a special

assumption about case assignmentmust bemade since a DP receives only one

case. However, the existence of case stacking phenomena implies that a case

bearing categorymust, in principle, be able to receivemore than one case. �e

question is what kind of mechanism allowsmultiple case assignment. Second,

for cases of abstract case stacking, the concrete overt case marker must be

determined. �e question is which principles determine the choice?

In the minimalist program, these questions can be answered as follows: As

for the �rst question, since case assignment is standardly assumed to be an in-

stance of Agree, an additional Agree relation besides the standard case assign-

ment relations is needed. �is could either be case concord between the pos-

sessum and the possessor (e.g. downward spreading, see Matushansky 2008,

Bjorkman 2013, Erlewine 2013) or a direct relation between the possessor and

the head that assigns case to the possessum (e.g. Multiple Agree, see Hiraiwa

2001, Vainikka and Brattico 2014).

As for the second question, the choice for the only overt marker in abstract

case stacking con�gurations is not determined in narrow syntax. Instead the

several case feature values the possessor has received in syntax, are once again

manipulated in a postsyntactic morphological component before the case fea-

tures are realized bymarkers. �ismanipulation could involve simple deletion

of all but one feature or the computation of a completely new case feature (see

Assmann et al. 2014 for such an approach.)

But how can the two problems of case stacking be solved in a nanosyntactic

framework? �e �rst problem is that case assignment is modeled as syntactic

movement. �e even bigger problem is that nanosyntax does not assume a sep-

1Note that the possessive DP in (1) is split. �e possessum daughter is topicalized. I come
back to this split in section 3.2.1
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arate level of morphology. Rather, every morphosyntactic feature is a single

syntactic head. Building on the work by Caha (2009), I show that nanosyntax

can derive instances of overt case stacking as well as abstract case stacking.

�e main idea is that a case checking head can attract more than one K(ase)P.

�is leads to con�gurations wheremore than oneK-head in the case sequence

of one argument is checked. Overt case stacking comes about if all checked

cases in one case sequence are realized separately. Abstract case stacking re-

sults if only the KP that has been stranded by additional case movement is

realized.

�e paper is structured as follows: Section 2 will summarize the relevant as-

sumptions about case assignment in nanosyntax as presented in Caha (2009).

In section 3, an extension to the framework is suggested that seems to be nec-

essary in order to derive instances of overt case stacking. In section 4, the

analysis is applied to an instance of abstract case stacking in Udmurt. Section

5 concludes.

2. Case assignment in nanosyntax

In nanosyntax, every category that constitutes a feature in standard minimal-

ism is a separate syntactic head (an extension of cartographic approaches to

syntax, see e.g. Cinque 2002, Rizzi 2004, Belletti 2004). �ese heads are

merged in syntax and result in complex morphosyntactic structures that are

translated into phonological and semantic representations with the help of a

lexicon in which all translation rules are stored. �is spell-out of syntactic

structure proceeds cyclically and bottom-up.

One of the main consequences of these assumptions is that there is no in-

dependent morphological component that can, additionally to the syntactic

component, manipulate features the way it is done in e.g. Distributed Mor-

phology. Rather, the syntactic operations of Merge and Move are the only

tools we have in order to derive a morphosyntactic surface structure.

As for case, the nanosyntactic approach assumes that every case is repre-

sented by a head in syntax, which is merged above the DP layer of arguments.

Moreover, these case heads are ordered on a functional sequence which corre-

sponds to the typologically well-established case hierarchy of syncretisms in

(2) (cf. Baerman et al. 2005).

(2) Nominative/Absolutive > Accusative/Ergative >Oblique cases
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Under a nanosyntactic view, every head X that corresponds to a case C1 is

dominated by a head Y that corresponds to a case C2 directly below C1 on the

hierarchy. �e explicit universal case sequence proposed by Caha (2009) is

given in (3). A case high on the case hierarchy in (2) corresponds to a case

head low in the functional sequence.

(3) Comitative

Com Instrumental

Instr Dative

Dat Genitive

Gen Accusative

Acc Nominative

Nom DP

...

In syntax, every DP is generated with a number of case layers on top of it. �e

resulting phrases, henceforth KPs, aremerged in argument positions whereby

the case features on top of a DP must be appropriate for the θ-role associated

with this position. �us, instruments are always generated with the instru-

mental, recipients bear dative, themes accusative and so on.

Within the KP, the DP can move into any KP-layer. �e KP-layers which

are lower than the moved DP are realized as su�xes or postpositions. Higher

layers are realized as pre�xes or prepositions.

Certain case features of KPs must be checked in the syntax against special

case checking heads. Case checking is done by movement of a case layer to

the speci�er of the respective case checking head. �is results in stranding of

higher case layers. �erefore, the case checking theory in nanosyntax is also

referred to as the “Peeling �eory” of case assignment. �e abstract schema

is given in (4).
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(4)

K2P

K2 K1P

K1 KP

...

Y

K3P

K3 K2P

K2 K1P

K1 KP

...

X

In (4), K3P is �rst merged into its θ-position as the sister of a head X. A�er-

wards for case reasons it has to move to the speci�er of another head Y. How-

ever, since Y only checks case K2, the K3-layer is stranded in its base position.

A�er syntax, the trees are interpreted phonologically and semantically.

Note that, as regards the spell-out of case markers, both the checked KPs as

well as the stranded peels can in principle be realized (Caha 2009: 157�). Mor-

phological realization is governed by the four principles given in (5) to (8).

(5) �e Superset Principle (Starke 2005, Caha 2009: 55):

A phonological exponent is inserted into a node if its lexical entry has

a (sub-)constituent which matches that node.

(6) Match (Caha 2009: 67):

A lexical constituent matches a node in the syntax if it is identical to

that node, ignoring traces and spelled out constituents.

(7) �e Elsewhere Condition (Caha 2009: 55):

In case two rules, R1 and R2, can apply in an environment E, R1 takes

precedence over R2 if it applies in a proper subset of environments com-

pared to R2.

(8) �e Anchor Condition (Caha 2009: 89):

In a lexical entry, the feature which is lowest in the functional sequence

must be matched against the syntactic structure.
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�e way these four principles work together is illustrated by the abstract

example in (9)–(10). (9) shows two hypothetical examples of lexical entries

for case markers. (10) shows a structure created in syntax.

(9) Lexical Entries

a. /ba-/⇔ K2P

K2 K1P

K1

b. /-ab/⇔ K1P

K1

(10) Syntactic Structure 1

K2P

K2 K1P

DP

...

K1 tDP

First, since only /-ab/ is a su�x, but /ba-/ is a pre�x, the DP in (10) must to

the speci�er of K1 (otherwise the structure could not be spelled-out assuming

that lexical entries are sensitive to the pre�x-su�x distinction). In principle, a

DP can move above every case head that licenses realization as a su�x (Caha

2009: 53).

Next, the case features must be realized. Following the Superset Principle

in (5), the lexical entry must be identical to or be a superset of the features in

the syntactic structure. Since both K1 and K2 should be realized, only the rule

in (9a) can apply.2 �emarker /ba-/ matches the structure because traces and

spelled-out constituents (shown in gray boxes in (11)) can be ignored accord-

ing to Match in (6), that is, the moved DP and its trace are invisible for the

spell-out rules for the case features.

2Caha (2009) discusses cases of compound case markers. He assumes that �rst a lower KP
is spelled out and a�erwards a higher KP is realized. �is raises the question as to what the
contexts for compound case marking are and in which contexts a higher KP must be realized
even if there is a lexical entry for a lower KP. I will not discuss this issue here.
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(11) K2P⇒/ba/

K2 K1P

DP⇒ α

...

K1 tDP

⇒ ba-α

Next, assume that the derivation proceeds slightly di�erently: instead of

checking the higher case K2, K1 is checked in the syntax. �en, K1P in (11)

has to move to a case-checking head. �e structure is given in (12).

(12) Syntactic Structure 2

K1P

DP

...

K1 tDP

SK1 K2P

K2 tK1

�emoved K1P can be realized by applying either (9a) or (9b). Both markers

constitute supersets of K1P in (12). However, due to the Elsewhere Condition

(7), onlymarker /-ab/ can be inserted, since it can only be used in one environ-

ment, while the rule inserting /ba-/ can apply in two di�erent environments

((11) and (12)). �us, K1P in (12) is realized by /-ab/. Turning to K2P, none of

the two markers can be used because /-ab/ is not a match and /ba-/ – despite

constituting a superset of K2P in (12) under certain assumptions – is not appli-

cable due to the Anchor Condition (8), which demands that a feature K1 has

to be in the structure realized by /ba-/. Consequently, K2P does not receive a

morphological exponent. Note, however, that stranded peels can in principle

be spelled out (Caha 2009: 157�.).
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(13)

K1P⇒/ab/

DP⇒ α

...

K1 tDP

SK1 K2P

K2 tK1

⇒ α-ab

�is concludes the summary of Caha’s approach to case assignment. We can

now turn to the analysis of the case stacking.

3. Case stacking in nanosyntax

�epeeling theory of case assignment is not designed to account for instances

of case stacking in the world’s languages. Rather, as the system stands now, it

rules out any instance of case stacking. �e reason is that the di�erent struc-

tures which can potentially be spelled out as case markers are separated by

other material due to case movement and there are no morphological rules

which can reunite them. To illustrate this problem, assume that both the

movedK1P and the stranded K2P in (13) could be spelled out by somemarkers

M1 andM2.3 But since the twomarkers are disconnected in the structure due

to movement, the surface structure does not point to a case stacking con�gu-

ration. �e structure is given again in (14). As we see the two case markers

M1 andM2 are disconnected by (possibly overt) material in between K1P and

K2P.

(14)

K1P⇒/M1/

DP⇒ α

...

K1 tDP

SK1 K2P⇒/M2/

K2 tK1

⇒ α-M1...SK1...M2

In this section, I will suggest some extensions and adjustments to the nanosyn-

tactic framework to rule in case stacking. Ultimately, the analysis of case stack-

3In fact, this is the analysis for applicative marking in Mokilese (Oceanic) and Chichewa
(Bantu) in Caha (2009: 157�.).
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ing will be the same as for applicative markers, the only di�erence being that,

in the former, the two markers occur in the same phrase due to pied-piping

of K2P when K1P moves.

3.1. Assumptions

�e �rst assumption concerns DPmovement within the KP. Since virtually all

case stacking languages have only su�xal case markers, I assume (following

Caha’s approach) that the DP in case stacking languages has to move up to the

highest case layer. �en, all case markers will follow the DP.

(15) K3P

DP K3′

K3 K2P

K2 K1P

K1 tDP

�e second assumption concerns multiple case checking. Since there is no

separate morphological component in nanosyntax, case stacking cannot be

a postsyntactic phenomenon. Rather, it has to come about by multiple case

checking. In order for this to occur, a case checking head X must be able

to attract more than one KP.4 More concretely, once X has attracted a KP to

its speci�er, it must be able to attract a KP of an argument embedded in its

speci�er.5 �e abstract schema is given in (16).

4An alternative would be to assume that there are multiple case checking heads X (Sandhya
Sundaresan, p.c.), each of which checks one KP.�is solution is discussed in section 3.3, where
it is shown that an analysis involving multiple case heads needs additional assumptions to
predict case stacking in the correct contexts.
5�is seems to violate the Freezing Condition on movement which says that a moved con-

stituent becomes an island for movement. Caha (2009: 47) discusses Freezing and argues that
what holds is the Criterial Freezing Condition of Rizzi (2007) that forbids movement of a cat-
egory X that has already reached a criterial position, but permits subextraction out of X. �e
peeling theory of movement is thus another example where the Criterial Freezing Condition
holds.
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(16) XP

K2P

K2✓ K1P

K1 tDP

X′

K2P

DP

K3P

DP K3′

K3 tK2

D′

D NP

...

K2′

K2✓ K1P

K1 tDP

X′

X tK2

①
②

�e�nal assumption concerns spell-out of the casemarkers. I assume that the

spell-out rules must be able to distinguish between checked and unchecked

cases. As will be shown below, the distinction correctly predicts which spell-

out rules have to apply. Furthermore, the distinction is crucial to allow pied-

piping in case movement. In what follows, I will label checked cases with a

superscript ✓, as exempli�ed in (16). With these assumptions in place, I turn

to two examples of overt case stacking.

3.2. Overt case stacking: Huallaga Quechua and Ngiyambaa

3.2.1. Huallaga Quechua

�e�rst instance of case stacking comes fromHuallagaQuechua.�e relevant

example is given in (17).

(17) hipash-nin-ta

daughter-3poss-acc

kuya-:

love-1

Hwan-pa-ta

Juan-gen-acc
‘I love Juan’s daughter.’ (Plank 1995: 47)
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In (17), the possessum daughter is the direct object and bears the accusative.

�e possessor Juan bears the genitive and additionally the accusative in agree-

ment with the possessum. (18) shows the KPs of the relevant nominal phrases

daughter and Juan. �e DPs have moved to the highest KP since, in Quechua,

case markers are su�xes.

(18) a. AccP

daughter Acc′

Acc NomP

Nom tDP

b. GenP

Juan Gen′

Gen AccP

Acc NomP

Nom tDP

By assumption, the possessor in (18b) is merged as the speci�er of the DP in

(18a), where the genitive case is checked by D.�e structure is shown in (19).

(19) AccP

DP

GenP

Juan Gen′

Gen✓ AccP

Acc NomP

Nom tDP

D′

D daughter

Acc′

Acc NomP

Nom tDP

�is entire AccP is merged in the object position of love and moves for case

reasons into the speci�er of a case checking head Sacc above VP.
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(20) SaccP

AccP

DP

GenP

Juan Gen′

Gen✓ AccP

Acc NomP

Nom tDP

D′

D daughter

Acc′

Acc✓ NomP

Nom tDP

S′acc

Sacc VP

love tAccP

Now, since Quechua is a case stacking language, the AccP of the possessor

Juan must move into Spec-Sacc as well. (Note that by assumption, Spec-Sacc
allows multiple speci�ers.) In the end, both the genitive and the accusative

marker should show up on the possessor DP. In order to get this result, I sug-

gest that movement of a KP in Quechua to a target case position involves pied-

piping of higher KPs.6 Pied-piping of the GenP in (20) is shown in (21). Note

that the accusative can be checked by Sacc since the only case head between

Acc and Sacc is Gen, which has already been checked and thus does not inter-

vene for case checking of Acc.

6Note that a mechanism of pied-piping must be available independently for standard cases
of pied-piping such as (i), where an embedded wh-phrase drags along the dominating DP.

(i) Whose mother was born in England?

I will remain silent about the concrete implementation of pied-piping in a nanosyntactic
framework and simply assume that some mechanism is available. See Ross (1967) for the
phenomenon andHeck (2004) and references cited therein for theoretical approaches to pied-
piping.
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(21) SaccP

GenP

Juan Gen′

Gen✓ AccP

Acc✓ NomP

Nom tJuan

S′acc

AccP

DP

tGenP D′

D daughter

Acc′

Acc✓ NomP

Nom tDP

S′acc

Sacc VP

love tAccP

�e resulting syntactic structure has to undergo spell-out now. �e relevant

spell-out rules for Huallaga Quechua are given in (22).

(22) a. /ta/⇔ AccP

Acc✓ NomP

Nom

b. /pa/⇔ GenP

Gen✓

c. /pa/⇔ GenP

Gen✓ AccP

Acc NomP

Nom

(22a) is the rule for the accusative marker /ta/. Note that the spell-out rule

can only apply to checked accusative. �is guarantees that case stacking only

applies in con�gurations where two cases have been checked. Otherwise we
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would expect Quechua to have compound case markers. �e rules in (22b)

and (22c) are two rules for the genitive marker /pa/. �e rule in (22c) is a gen-

eral rule, which applies whenever there is no case stacking. �e rule (22b) is

the rule for the case stacking con�guration in (21). When (22a) applies due to

case checking of the embedded AccP, the spelled-out AccP becomes invisible

and only the checked case feature Gen remains to be spelled out. (Note that

(22c) cannot spell out this structure due to the Anchor Condition.) At this

point, the rule (22b) can apply. �e spell-out of the two DP’s is shown in (23)–

(24).

(23) a. AccP

DP

... daughter...

Acc′

Acc✓ NomP

Nom tDP

b. ⇒ Spellout DP

AccP

daughter Acc′

Acc✓ NomP

Nom tDP

c. ⇒ Spellout AccP (22a)

daughter-ta
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(24) a. GenP

DP

...Juan...

Gen′

Gen✓ AccP

Acc✓ NomP

Nom tDP

b. ⇒ Spellout DP

GenP

DP

...Juan...

Gen′

Gen✓ AccP

Acc✓ NomP

Nom tDP

c. ⇒ Spellout AccP (22a)

GenP

DP

...Juan...

Gen′

Gen✓ -ta

d. ⇒ Spellout GenP (22b)

Juan-pa-ta

Finally, it should be noted that case stacking in Huallaga Quechua can only

occur if the possessum and the possessor are separated. �is follows directly

from the analysis above: Movement of the possessor to Spec-Sacc will lead to

case stacking on the one hand, but also to separation from the possessum on
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the other hand. Once the two are separated, the possessum can move freely

as a remnant category to its target position.7

3.2.2. Ngiyambaa

WhileQuechua exhibited an instance of case stackingwhere a case high on the

case hierarchy (accusative) stacks on a low case (genitive),Ngiyambaa exhibits

an instance of case stackingwhere a low case stacks on a high one. �e relevant

example is given in (25).

(25) Nadhu

1sg-nom

giyanhdha-nha

fear-pres

Nidji-la:

this.circ-est

winar-gu-dhi

woman-dat-circ

miri-dji

dog-circ
‘I am frightened of this woman’s dog.’

(Donaldson 1980, Schweiger 2000: 258)

In (25), the possessor woman bears not only the possessive case dative but ad-

ditionally the circumstantive of the possessum dog.8 Since the circumstantive

is a semantic case, it must be lower on the case hierarchy than the dative. For

the nanosyntactic case theory, this means that the circumstantive is merged

higher than the dative. To keep the derivations as simple as possible I will as-

sume that the circumstantive is directly above the dative in the case sequence.

Nothing hinges on this assumption.

�e derivation of (25) begins with the possessor. �e possessor is gener-

ated as a CircP since this case needs to be checked later. Within the CircP, the

DP moves into the speci�er position of the possessor case dative. A�erwards,

the DatP moves into Spec-CircP. �is movement is necessary because the da-

tive must be checked by the D head in the possessive DP. If the DatP did not

move, the unchecked circumstantive, which cannot be checked by D, would

intervene for case checking of Dat. �e structure is given in (26).

7In other case stacking languages, possessor movement might be banned due to other con-
straints. On the other hand, there are languages without overt case stacking that allow the
separation of possessor and possessum, e.g. Udmurt (see Assmann et al. 2014: 472). At this
point, I cannot o�er a full-�edged solution to this problem. First, the correlation between case
stacking on possessors and possessor movement needs to be studied in more detail. �en, it
has to be examined whether the generalization to be found is compatible with the nanosyntac-
tic approach to case stacking presented in this paper. I leave these issues to future research.
8�e circumstantive marks the dog as being the reason for the fear of the woman.
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(26) CircP

DatP

DP

woman

Dat′

Dat GenP

...tDP ...

Circ′

Circ tDatP

Next, the CircP in (26) is merged as the speci�er of dog, where the possessor

case dative is checked by D.

(27) CircP

DP

CircP

DatP

DP

woman

Dat′

Dat✓ GenP

...tDP ...

Circ′

Circ tDatP

D′

D NP

...dog...

Circ′

Circ DatP

...tDP ...

By assumption, semantic cases are checked by empty prepositions. Again,

nothing hinges on that. �e CircP in (27) is merged as the complement of

such a preposition and gets its Case checked.
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(28) PP

Pcirc CircP

DP

CircP

DatP

DP

woman

Dat′

Dat✓ GenP

...tDP ...

Circ′

Circ tDatP

D′

D NP

...dog...

Circ′

Circ✓ DatP

...tDP ...

A�erwards the CircP of the possessor moves to Spec-PP and the Circ head

gets checked.

(29) PP

CircP

DatP

DP

woman

Dat′

Dat✓ GenP

...tDP ...

Circ′

Circ✓ tDatP

P′

Pcirc CircP

DP

tCircP D′

D NP

...dog...

Circ′

Circ✓ DatP

...tDP ...
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Finally, the structure must be spelled-out. Like in Quechua, all checked cases

must be realized separately. �e spell-out rules for the casemarkers in (29) are

given in (30). Again we have at least two lexical entries for the circumstantive

marker: (30b) applies in case stacking con�gurations, while (30c) applies in

non-stacking con�gurations.9

(30) a. /gu/⇔ DatP

Dat✓ GenP

Gen AccP

Acc NomP

Nom

b. /dhi/⇔ CircP

Circ✓

c. /dhi/⇔ CircP

Circ✓ DatP

Dat GenP

Gen AccP

Acc NomP

Nom

�e spell-out proceeds similar to the spell-out in Quechua. We start with the

possessum phrase.

9Note that the markers /dhi/ and /dji/ in (25) are allomorphs. �e rules in (30b) and (30c)
are meant to stand for the abstract morpheme.
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(31) a. CircP

DP

...dog...

Circ′

Circ✓ DatP

Dat GenP

Gen AccP

Acc NomP

Nom tDP

⇒ Spell-out DP

b. CircP

dog Circ′

Circ✓ DatP

Dat GenP

Gen AccP

Acc NomP

Nom tDP

⇒ Spell-out CircP (30c)

c. dog-dhi

First, the DP dog is spelled out. A�erwards, the rest of the CircP is realized

by the circumstantive marker /dhi/ according to (30c). �e spell-out of the

possessor is shown in (32).
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(32) a. CircP

DatP

DP

...woman...

Dat′

Dat✓ GenP

Gen AccP

Acc NomP

Nom tDP

Circ′

Circ✓ tDatP

b. ⇒ Spell-out DP

CircP

DatP

woman Dat′

Dat✓ GenP

Gen AccP

Acc NomP

Nom tDP

Circ′

Circ✓ tDatP

c. ⇒ Spell-out DatP (30a)

CircP

woman-gu Circ′

Circ✓ tDatP
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d. ⇒ Spell-out CircP (30b)

woman-gu-dhi

Again, the DP woman is spelled-out �rst. �en, the rule in (30a) can apply,

because the dative case has been checked in syntax. �e remainingCircPmust

be spelled out by rule (30b).

3.3. Discussion

�is concludes the analysis of overt case stacking. �e analysis essentially

builds on the idea that case stacking comes about by multiple movement of

KPs to the speci�er of one case checking head. Overt case stacking results, if

movement to a second case position pied-pipes the entire KP and if the two

checked cases are realized with di�erent markers.

�ere are, however, two alternatives to the present analysis. �e �rst one in-

volves case checking in situ. �e assumption here is that a head checking case

C can check any C head in its speci�er. �erefore, multiple case movement is

not needed. �e abstract scheme is given in (33).

(33) XP

K2P

DP

K3P

DP K3′

K3✓ K2P

K2✓ K1P

K1 tDP

D′

D NP

...

K2′

K2✓ K1P

K1 tDP

X′

X tK2

①
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In (33), the head X checks the case K2. �e higher K2P moves to Spec-X. In

this position, both the higher and the lower K2P can be checked.

A potential problem with this approach concerns parametrization. In the

analysis developed in section 3.1, the parameter between case stacking and

non-case stacking languages involves the number of possible speci�ers of a

case checking head: In case stacking languages, a case checking head can have

multiple speci�ers. In languages that do not exhibit case stacking, only one

speci�er is allowed.10 In the alternative analysis in (33), however, the parame-

ter concerns a syntactic principle, namely in which con�gurations a head can

check case: In case stacking languages the entire KP in speci�er position, in-

cluding embedded KPs, is visible to the case checking head, but in non-case

stacking languages, only the highest KP is visible. While the parameter in the

multiple speci�er analysis can be modeled as a di�erence in the properties

of a syntactic head, the in situ alternative requires the parametrization of a

syntactic principle.

However, assuming that the Borer-Chomsky-Conjecture about linguistic

variation (all variation is restricted to the lexicon, primarily to properties

of in�ection, see Chomsky 2001, Borer 1984, Baker 2008) also holds for the

nanosyntactic approach, the latter way of parametrization is less than desir-

able.

A second alternative to the presentmultiple speci�er approach to case stack-

ing involves the presence of multiple case checking heads. �e alternative is

sketched in (34).

10�is is reminiscent of the distinction between single and multiple wh-movement, as in En-
glish vs. Bulgarian (see Richards 1997).
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(34) XP

K2P

K2✓ K1P

K1 tDP

X′

X XP

K2P

DP

K3P

DP K3′

K3✓ tK2P

D′

D NP

...

K2′

K2✓ K1P

K1 tDP

X′

X tK2

①②

First of all, it should be mentioned that the analysis in (34) does not repre-

sent the generalization about case stacking that the embedded DP receives

the same case as the dominating DP. In (34), the embedded and the dominat-

ing K2P are checked by two di�erent heads. It is more or less a coincidence

that they are identical.

It is also more di�cult in this approach to account for restrictions of case

stacking. In many case stacking languages the number of cases that can stack

is limited, e.g. in�alanyii in (35) (Austin 1995: 373). In�alanyii, at most two

case markers can show up.

(35) juma

child.abs

jirrilarri-a

be.afraid-pres

thuthu-wu

dog-dat

nganaju-wu

I.dat-dat

yakan-ku-wu

spouse-dat-dat
‘�e child is afraid of my wife’s dog.’

While the number of speci�ers can be determined locally within a phrase, a

restriction of the number of identical phrases requires a less local principle.

Again, it seems that the multiple speci�er approach is superior.

�is concludes the discussion of two possible alternatives. In the next sec-
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tion, I will turn to an instance of abstract case stacking in Udmurt and show

that it can be derived with the same means as overt case stacking.

4. Udmurt: an instance of abstract case stacking

As shown in Assmann et al. (2014), Udmurt exhibits a case split on the pos-

sessor between genitive and ablative case. �e concrete case of the possessor

depends on the case of the possessum: If the possessum bears accusative case,

the possessor is marked for ablative case. In all other cases, the possessor

bears genitive case. �is is an interesting problem for theories of case assign-

ment because, derivationally, the case of the possessum is determined a�er

the case of the possessor. �is leads to a look-ahead problem. Assmann et al.

(2014) argue that this case split can be reanalyzed as an instance of abstract

case stacking: �e possessor always receives the same possessive case (geni-

tive) but additionally receives the case feature of the dominating DP. Certain

morphological constraints and rules lead to a postsyntactic manipulation of

the case features which change the contexts for vocabulary insertion. Con-

cretely, if a possessor bears genitive and accusative case, its case features must

be realized by the ablative marker. All other case combinations are realized

with the genitive marker. In what follows, I show that the case split can be

analyzed in the nanosyntactic approach as case stacking as well. �is corrobo-

rates the case stacking analysis of Udmurt since the main idea of the analysis

seems to be independent of the concrete morphosyntactic framework. �e

relevant data are given in (36).

(36) a. so-len/*leš

he-gen/abl

anaj-ez

mother-3sg

siče

such

ug

dress

diśaśki

neg.pres.3
‘His mother does not dress in such a way.’

(Edygarova 2009: 105)

b. so-*len/leš

he-gen/abl

eš-s-e

friend-3sg-acc

ažži-śko

see-pres.1sg
‘I see his friend.’ (Edygarova 2009: 101)

c. mon

1sg

[ Petyr-len/*leš

Peter-gen/abl

puny-jez-leš

dog-3sg-abl

] mözm-is’ko

miss-pres.1sg
‘I miss Peter’s dog.’ (Assmann et al. 2014: 453)

d. Petyr

Peter

Masha-len

Masha-gen

apaj-ez-leš

sister-3sg-abl

puny-z-e

dog-3sg-acc

zhug-i-z

beat-pst-3sg
‘Peter has beaten Masha’s sister’s dog.’

(Assmann et al. 2014: 454)
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(36a) shows that the possessor bears genitive case if the possessum is the sub-

ject. In (36b) the possessor bears ablative because the possessum is marked

for accusative case. (36c-d) show that the ablative on the possessor in (36b) is

indeed due to the accusative of the possessum: if the object ismarked with any

other case, even the ablative as in (36c), the possessor receives genitive case.

(36d) shows that in multiple possessor constructions, only the highest pos-

sessor is marked ablative in line with the generalization that the DP directly

dominating an ablative possessor must bear accusative.

�e �rst assumption for an account of the case split in Udmurt concerns

the ablative case feature. In Caha (2009: 16), the ablative and the locative case

are not included in the universal case hierarchy. �us, it is reasonable to as-

sume that their position in the case hierarchy is language-speci�c. I assume

that the ablative inUdmurt is located right above the genitive in the functional

sequence (cf. Caha 2009: 213 for a similiar case hierarchy for Armenian). �is

captures the fact that the ablative in Udmurt functions as the default seman-

tic case that occurs whenever there is no more speci�c semantic case feature.

(Nominative, accusative, and genitive are structural cases in Udmurt.) �is

will be important in section 4.2 when the case split is discussed.

(37) Comitative

Com Instrumental

Instr Dative

Dat Ablative

Abl Genitive

Gen Accusative

Acc Nominative

Nom DP

...
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Next, just as inHuallagaQuechua andNgiyambaa, objects are base-generated

with an appropriate case. For Udmurt that means that ablative assigning verbs

take Abl-PPs as complements (assuming that semantic cases are checked by

prepositions), accusative assigning verbs take AccPs, etc. Furthermore, all

case markers in Udmurt are post-nominal (including adpositions), thus, fol-

lowing the general logic of the nanosyntactic approach, the DP in Udmurt

moves into the highest case layer in the respective KP.

To simplify the derivations below, I assume that all cases except the ac-

cusative and the nominative are checked in situ. (Nothing hinges on that.)

�e accusative and nominative case are checked by movement to the speci�er

position of case checking heads Sacc and Snom.

In order to derive the e�ects of case stacking and to stay as close as possible

to the minimalist analysis in Assmann et al. (2014), I assume that both case

checking heads Sacc and Snom are present in every active transitive structure.

(In the passive and in intransitive clauses, Sacc is missing.) Like in other case

stacking languages, these two case heads are able to checkmore than one case.

Finally, the reason why we don’t observe overt case stacking in Udmurt is

that there is no pied-piping in Udmurt. Insteadmovement in order to check a

second case strands higher KP-shells including the DP. Since the casemarkers

in Udmurt are su�xes and as such morphologically dependent on a DP, a

moved KP without a DP cannot be realized. Instead, only the stranded KP,

which contains the DP, is morphologically realized. �is leads to the absence

of overt case stacking in Udmurt. �e lexical entries for Udmurt are given in

(38). Despite the ablative, only one other semantic case is listed in (38), which

should illustrate the general scheme. Crucially, the ablative is themost speci�c

semantic case and can only be inserted in the environments [AblP D [GenPC]]

and [GenPC]. �us, the ablative will always out-rank the other semantic cases

due to the Elsewhere Condition (7). �is is in line with the default character

of the ablative.

(38) Lexical Entries

a. /leš/⇔ AblP

Abl✓ GenP

Gen(✓)
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b. /li/⇔ DatP

Dat✓ AblP

Abl GenP

Gen

c. /len/⇔ GenP

Gen✓ AccP

Acc

d. /ez/⇔ AccP

Acc✓ NomP

Nom

e. /∅/⇔ NomP

Nom✓

Note that the marker /leš/ in (38a) is insensitive to whether the genitive case

is checked or not. �us, it can be said, that the entry is underspeci�ed for

whether Gen is checked or not. �is will be important for the derivation of

the case split on the possessor in section 4.2. But �rst, 4.1 shows how case

checking of syntactic arguments in Udmurt proceeds in general.

4.1. Case checking of syntactic arguments

�e �rst derivation I would like to illustrate is a structure where a verb takes

an ablative object. First, a DP with an AblP on top is base generated. Since

the ablative is a su�x, the DPmoves above AblP.�is AblP is merged with an

empty preposition Pabl , which checks the case head Abl.11

11Note that the ablative is a semantic case. By assumption, all semantic cases are checked by
prepositions. Nothing hinges on that.
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(39) PP

Pabl AblP

DP

...

Abl′

Abl✓ GenP

Gen AccP

Acc NomP

Nom tDP

Next, the verb and the obligatorily present case checking head Sacc aremerged.

�e AccP inside the PP moves to the speci�er of Sacc, stranding AblP includ-

ing the DP.�e feature of AccP is checked.

(40) SaccP

AccP

Acc✓ NomP

Nom tDP

S′acc

Sacc VP

V PP

Pabl AblP

DP

...

Abl′

Abl✓ GenP

Gen tAccP
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�e stranded AblP is now morphologically realized using the rule in (38a).

(41) a. AblP

DP

...

Abl′

Abl✓ GenP

Gen tacc

b. ⇒ Spellout DP

AblP

DP Abl′

Abl✓ GenP

Gen tacc

c. ⇒ Spellout AblP (38a)

DP-leš

Next, we turn to a derivation with an accusative object. Here, the DP is base-

generated with an AccP on top. Again, the verb and the case checking head

Sacc are merged and AccP moves to the speci�er of Sacc, stranding nothing

behind. �e case head Acc of AccP is checked and AccP is morphologically

realized by /ez/ according to the rule in (38d).
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(42) SaccP

AccP

DP Acc′

Acc✓ NomP

Nom tDP

S′acc

Sacc VP

V tacc

⇓

/ez/

Similarly, subjects are base-generated with a NomP on top and check their

case by movement to the speci�er of a case checking head Snom. NomP is

realized by /∅/ according to (38e).

(43) SnomP

NomP

DP Nom′

Nom✓ tDP

S′nom

Snom vP

tnom v′

...
⇓

/∅/

Finally, genitive case checking proceeds as follows. A possessor with a GenP

on top is base-generated as the speci�er of its possessum. �e D-head of the

possessum checks the genitive case of the possessor. �e entire possessive DP

is moved to the speci�er of the highest case layer (here KP) of the possessum.

In the following section, KP will be replaced by concrete case layers and we

will see how this a�ects further case assignment and case feature realization.
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(44) KP

DP

GenP

DP

...

Gen′

Gen✓ AccP

Acc NomP

Nom tDP

D′

Dgen NP

...

K′

K tDP

So far, we have seen simple instances of case checking. No case stacking ap-

plied so far. �e next section shows how abstract case stacking, that is, multi-

ple case movement, can derive the case split in Udmurt. Since Udmurt does

not exhibit overt case stacking, one KP of an argument – the one containing

the DP – is spelled-out.

4.2. �e case split on the possessor

Let’s beginwith the casewhere aDP is the possessor of an accusative argument.

As in the derivation in (42), the entire AccP, this time including the possessor

in its speci�er, is moved and checks its accusative case feature against the head

Sacc.
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(45) S′acc

AccP

DP

GenP

DP

...

Gen′

Gen✓ AccP

Acc NomP

Nom tDP

D′

Dgen NP

...

Acc′

Acc✓ NomP

Nom tDP

S′acc

Sacc VP

V tacc

Now, the AccP of the possessor can move to Spec-Sacc and checks its ac-

cusative case feature.

(46) SaccP

AccP

Acc✓ NomP

Nom tDP

S′acc

AccP

DP

GenP

DP

...

Gen′

Gen✓ tacc

D′

Dgen NP

...

Acc′

Acc✓ NomP

Nom tDP

S′acc

Sacc VP

V tacc
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In Spell-out, both the case features of the possessum and the possessor must

be realized. �e case of the possessum is straightforward: it must be /ez/, just

as in (42). �e case marker of the possessor must by assumption realize the

stranded GenP. (�e moved AccP does not contain a DP.) Since the genitive

marker in (38c) does not �t (due to the Anchor Condition in (8)), the ablative

case rule in (38a) must do the job.

(47) SaccP

AccP

Acc✓ NomP

Nom tDP

S′acc

AccP

DP

GenP

DP Gen′

Gen✓ tacc

D′

Dgen NP

...

Acc′

Acc✓ NomP

Nom tDP

S′acc

Sacc VP

V tacc

⇓ ⇓

/leš/ /ez/

�is derives one part of the case split in Udmurt. Due to multiple case

checking of the possessor, the con�guration inside the GenP of the possessor

changes in a way that only the ablative marker can be inserted. So abstractly,

Udmurt exhibits case stacking. However overtly, Udmurt only realizes the

stranded KP.�us, there is no multiple case marking on the possessor, which

points to overt case stacking.

If a DP is the possessor of a nominative possessum, the realization of the

case features must involve other rules. In the syntax, the entire NomP includ-

ing the possessor is moved and checks its nominative case feature against the
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head Snom (cf. (43)). Next, the NomP of the possessor can move and check

its nominative case feature. �e case of the possessum must be realized by

/∅/, analogous to (43). �e possessor can, in contrast to (47), be realized by

the matching genitive marker /len/ in (38c). �e NomP that moved out of the

possessor is not realized because it does not contain a DP.

(48) SnomP

NomP

Nom✓ tDP

S′nom

NomP

DP

GenP

DP Gen′

Gen✓ AccP

Acc tnom

D′

Dgen NP

...

Nom′

Nom✓ tDP

S′nom

Snom vP

tnom v′

...

⇓ ⇓

/len/ /∅/

�is derives another part of the case split in Udmurt. Similar to the abstract

case stacking of genitive and accusative in (47), we have abstract case stacking

of genitive and nominative in the derivation in (48). But this time, the spell-

out rule for the genitive marker applies.

�e �nal part to derive the case split are con�gurations where case stacking

is blocked. Not all possessors of objects are marked with ablative case. If

the possessum bears a case other than accusative, the possessor is marked for
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genitive case. In what follows, I will show that this genitive marking is due to

blocking of case stacking. As shown below, the con�guration for case stacking

is only given if the case of the possessum is accusative or nominative (cf. the

derivations in (47) and (48)). �is is partly due to the case sequence in (37):

Possessors are always GenPs. In the case sequence in (37), the only KPs that

canmove out of this GenP are AccP and NomP.�e KPs of the semantic cases

are higher. �erefore, a semantic case cannot cannot stack on the genitive.

But assuming that the case checking heads Sacc and Snom are always present

in active transitive clauses, we could in principle have case stacking of genitive

and nominative and genitive and accusative in structures where the posses-

sum is a KP higher than accusative. �is would lead to the same case split

as derived in (47) and (48). To block case stacking here, I assume that, if a

case checking head X has speci�ers, it can only subextract a second KP from

its highest speci�er, not from its complement or inner speci�ers.12 �e condi-

tion is formulated in (49).13

(49) In a con�guration [XP α [X′ ... X β]] X may subextract a category only

from α.

If the possessum is a KP that is higher than accusative, the �rst case check-

ing will target a position that is not in Spec-Sacc or Spec-Snom, respectively.

Subsequent movement to any of these two position will strand the possessum

12�e idea resembles to some extent the concept of cyclic expansion of the search domain (see
Béjar and Řezáč 2009: 49).
13�is constraint might follow if it is assumed that the search domain of an attracting head X
is subject to the strict cycle condition Chomsky (1973). Under a certain understanding of the
SCC, a second search in the complement of X would violate the SCC, since it is not the root
node that is a�ected. �e con�gurations are shown in (i).

(i) a. [XP X [ ... α ... ]]

b. [XP α [X′ X [ ... tα ... ]]]

c. [XP α [X′ X [ ... tα ... ]]]

X X

In (ia), there is no speci�er in the XP.�us the search of X for a matching goal in the comple-
ment a�ects the entire tree XP. In (ib), a speci�er of X has been merged. Now, a search in the
complement would violate the SCC since it would only a�ect a subtree. �erefore, as shown
in (ic), X has to search in its outermost speci�er.
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DP, which contains the possessor. �us, the possessor is not in the outermost

speci�er of Sacc or Snom. �erefore, the AccP or NomP of the possessor is not

visible to Sacc or Snom, respectively, and case stacking is blocked.

�e �rst con�guration where case stacking is blocked is a con�guration

where the possessum bears a semantic case like, for example, the ablative.�e

structure is shown in (50).

(50)

AccP

Acc✓ NomP

Nom tDP

Sacc VP

V PP

Pabl AblP

DP

GenP

DP

...

Gen′

Gen✓ AccP

Acc NomP

Nom tDP

D′

Dgen NP

...

Abl′

Abl✓ GenP

Gen tacc

X

X

Here, the AccP inside the possessor cannot move to Spec-Sacc because the

dominating KP of the possessum is not a speci�er of Sacc. At the point when

Sacc has attracted the AccP of the possessum to its speci�er, only this AccP is

visible to Sacc. But since this AccP does not contain another AccP, Sacc cannot

attract a second speci�er.

When it comes to spell-out of the possessor’s case marker, none of the rules

in (38) applies because the context is not given due to theAnchorCondition in
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(8). �erefore, we must add a third lexical entry for the genitive marker /len/,

that applies when no case stacking takes place. �e GenP of the possessor in

(50) is realized with the genitive marker /len/, if we add the following lexical

entry.

(51) /len/⇔ GenP

Gen✓ AccP

Acc NomP

Nom

�e next blocking con�guration involves multiple possessors as illustrated in

(52).
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(52)

AccP

Acc✓ NomP

Nom tDP

AccP

DP

GenP

DP

GenP

DP

...

Gen′

Gen✓ AccP

Acc NomP

Nom tDP

D′

Dgen NP

...

Gen′

Gen✓ tacc

D′

Dgen NP

...

Acc′

Acc✓ NomP

Nom tDP

Sacc VP

V tacc

X

X

Similar to the derivation in (51), theAccPof themost embedded possessor can-

not move to Spec-Sacc because its possessum, which is the higher possessor,

is not in the highest speci�er of Sacc. When the AccP of the higher possessor

moves to Spec-Sacc, Sacc can only search in this AccP. But since it doesn’t �nd

another AccP, no case stacking takes place. �e GenP of the lower possessor

must be realized by the rule in (51), similar to the derivation in (50).

Finally, there is a third con�gurationwhere case stacking is blocked, namely

in simple transitive sentences with a nominative subject and an accusative

object. �e reason is the following: Snom �rst attracts the NomP of the subject,

due to minimality. But then, the search domain of Snom is restricted to this
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NomP.�e NomP of the object is not visible to Snom. �e structure is shown

in (53).

(53) SnomP

S′nom

NomP

DP

...

Nom′

Nom✓ tDP

S′nom

Snom vP

tnom v′

v SaccP

AccP

DP

...

Acc′

Acc✓ NomP

Nom tDP

S′acc

Sacc VP

tacc V

⇓ ⇓

/∅/ /ez/X

X

�is concludes the case study of abstract case stacking. I have made a sugges-

tion as to how the case split in Udmurt can be analyzed as abstract case stack-

ing in a nanosyntactic approach. Case stacking in nanosyntax simply means

that multiple heads inside one case sequence are checked by movement. �is

is identical to the derivations of overt case stacking in section 3.�e di�erence

between overt and abstract case stacking is whether multiple case movement

involves pied-piping or not. InHuallagaQuechua andNgiyambaa,movement

of KPs involved pied-piping of higher and lower KPs, including the DP. Since
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theDPwas pied-piped, all case su�xes could be realized. InUdmurt, however,

further movement of KPs does not pied-pipe other KPs, including the DP. As-

suming that the spell-out rules for case su�xes can only apply in the context

of a DP, the lack of pied-piping causes leads to the structures, where only the

stranded KP that contains the DP can be realized. Overtly, no case stacking

shows. Finally, in some con�gurations, case stacking must be blocked. I have

proposed that this is due to a constraint that only the outermost speci�er of a

head is visible to this head. �is restricts the number of contexts for case stack-

ing and correctly block case stacking in Udmurt when the possessum bears a

case other than accusative or nominative.

5. Conclusion

In this paper, I made a proposal as to how case stacking can be modeled in

a nanosyntactic approach to case assignment. �e main idea is that a case

checking head can attract more than one KP. Combining this with a mecha-

nism of pied-piping such that higher or lowerKPs tag along a�er the target KP,

derives overt case stacking as shown for Huallaga Quechua and Ngiyambaa.

If multiple case movement applies without pied-piping, abstract case stacking

as in Udmurt can be derived. Blocking of case stacking is derived under the

assumption that outer speci�er positions can only be �lled by categories from

inside the outermost speci�er.

�e present analysis con�rms the account in Assmann et al. (2014) that

claims that Udmurt exhibits an instance of abstract case stacking. It was

shown that this idea can be maintained even if a di�erent morphosyntactic

framework is used.
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